
Inremental Inferene of Relational Motifs witha Degenerate AlphabetNadia Pisanti1;2 ?, Henry Soldano1;2, and Mathilde Carpentier21 Laboratoire d'Informatique de l'Universit�e Paris-Nord, UMR-CNRS 7030,Av. J-B Cl�ement, 93430 Villetaneuse, Frane,fnadia.pisanti,soldanog�lipn.univ-paris13.fr2 Atelier de BioInformatique, Universit�e Paris 6, 12 rue uvier 75005 Paris,fpisanti,soldano,mathildeg�abi.snv.jussieu.frAbstrat. In this paper we de�ne a new lass of problems that gener-alizes that of �nding repeated motifs. The novelty lies in the addition ofonstraints on the motifs in terms of relations that must hold betweenpairs of elements of the motifs. For this lass of problems we give analgorithm that is a suitable extension of the KMR [5℄ paradigm and,in partiular, of the KMRC [9℄ as it uses a degenerate alphabet. Thealgorithm ontains several improvements with respet to [9℄ that resultespeially useful when|as it is required for relational motifs|the in-ferene is made by partially overlapping shorter motifs. The eÆieny,orretness and ompleteness of the algorithm is assured by several non-trivial properties. Finally, we list some possible appliations and we fouson one of them: the study of 3D strutures of proteins.1 IntrodutionIn this paper we de�ne a new lass of problems that extends the traditionalinferene of repeated motifs. This latter is a well-known problem that onsistsof �nding frequent patterns in a given input text. This problem has appliationsin several data mining tasks, where data an be represented by a text. For manysuh appliations it is indispensable that a ertain degree of approximation isallowed among di�erent ourrenes of the same motif. For a survey on om-binatorial algorithms for �nding approximate repeated motifs, see for exampleChapter 5 of [6℄ or Chapter 4 of [4℄. When approximate motifs are sought, theproblem beomes omputationally diÆult in the worst ase as there an be anexponential number of motifs satisfying the required frequeny and properties.This an even lead to unfeasibility and, in "better" ases, to a very noisy output.For this reason there have been attempts in the literature to re�ne the queryin the diretion of speifying the struture of the motifs [7℄ or of de�ning slimgenerators for the motifs [8℄. In this paper we introdue a new type of re�ne-ment whih onsists of requiring that also relations between pairs of positions inthe motifs are onserved. This apparently ompliates the problem, but we will? Supported by the ACI IMPBio Evolrep projet of the Frenh Ministry of Researh.



exhibit an algorithm that uses a very eÆient representation of the motifs andwhih|thanks to some non-trivial properties|results in a relatively eÆientinferene. Indeed, re�ning the query on the motifs redues the output size andthus also the explosion of andidates that often makes the problem unfeasible.Moreover, relations allow one to onstraint the motifs so that more spei� prop-erties are satis�ed and thus a more sensitive tool an be oneived. The infereneof motifs with relations an �nd appliation in many tasks. We will fous ourattention on yet another appliation in moleular biology using as relations thedistanes between the �-Carbons of protein 3D strutures.In this paper we will use two input-de�ned degenerate alphabets for thedesription of the motifs (one for the motif elements and one for the relations)thus allowing the maximum freedom of approximation. Given that we refer tothe paradigm of the KMR algorithm [5℄, we will have to adapt to the degeneratealphabet as in KMRC [9℄. In partiular, we will restrit our attention to maximalmotifs for a notion of maximality that we will de�ne. The hoie of dealing withrelational motifs motivates the fat that motifs will be inferred by means of aninremental onstrution by partially overlapping two suitably seleted shortermotifs. By doing so we substantially di�er from [5℄ in the same diretion as [2℄where relations in motifs had been introdued for the �rst time. In [2℄, however,several properties were unnotied and thus unbearable drawbaks introdued.In this paper we will prove some properties that will allow to improve the timeand spae omplexity of [2℄ by avoiding to generate at eah step an exponentialnumber of andidates that we will prove to be redundant.2 The problemOur goal is to �nd approximate motifs on a input text that is a sequene over analphabet �. In this setion we formalize the way we express the approximation,and the motifs we want to infer aording to this. Let the input text be a sequenet over the alphabet �. We assume that it has length n and we denote this byjtj = n. The letter at position p in t is denoted by t[p℄, and therefore we havethat t = t[1℄t[2℄ � � � t[n℄ where t[i℄ 2 � for all 1 � i � n.De�nition 1. Given the alphabet �, a over on � is the set G = fG1; G2; :::; GjGjgwith Gi � � for 1 � i � jGj, suh that [iGi = � and there are no 1 � i; j � jGjwith i 6= j suh that Gi � Gj . The sets Gi's are said groups.The alphabet � of the input sequene is impliitly given by means of thesequene itself, while that of the motifs is expliitly given by a over on �de�ned as above and the alphabet used is that of the groups of suh over.De�nition 2. A k-pattern is a k-long sequene on the alphabet of the groups. Ak-pattern x = x[1℄x[2℄ � � �x[k℄ with x[i℄2G for all 1� i�n ours in t at positionp if t[i+ p� 1℄2x[i℄ for all 1� i�k. In this ase p is said to be an ourreneof x. We will denote with extent the omplete set of ourrenes of a pattern.



Notie that di�erent patterns may our at the same position and that, evenmore, two di�erent patterns may have the very same extent (this is the asewhen the motifs di�er in positions that in the ourrenes orrespond to lettersthat belong to the intersetions of distint groups.De�nition 3. Let k; q be integers and t a sequene on �. A k-motif of t is ak-pattern that ours in t at least q times. The number q is named quorum.When unneessary or lear from the ontext, we will omit the k and simplytalk about pattern and motif.De�nition 4. A k-motif I of t is said to be maximal if its extent LI is not aproper subset of LJ for any other k-motif J . It is non maximal otherwise.Example 1. Let us onsider the input sequene ~t = xbxxaxbx on� = fa; b; ; xgand the over G= fC1= fa; bg; C2= fb; g; C3= fxgg. Assuming q=2, we havethat C3C3C3, C1C3C1 and C1C3C2 are all 3-patterns. Nevertheless, the �rstnever ours in ~t, the seond ours only at position 6 and thus is not a motifeither, while the third ours in 2, 6 and 8 and hene it is a 3-motif. Moreover,the 3-motif C2C3C2 with extent f2; 8g is not maximal in ~t beause C1C3C2 hasextent f2; 6; 8g; this latter is maximal as well as C3C1C3 with extent f1; 5; 7g.We will say that a k-motif I is a dupliation if LI = LJ for any other k-motifJ with J 6= I . Notie that if I is a dupliation of J , then J is a dupliation of I ,as the relation is symmetrial (and transitive). If a k-motif is maximal and it isa dupliation, we will say that it is a maximal dupliation.The problem we address is to �nd all maximal k-motifs eliminating their dupli-ations. As stated so far, the problem has been solved in [9℄ by extending themethod of [5℄ to the ase of maximal motifs whih are approximate in that theyare expressed using the alphabet of the groups. Basially, in [9℄, like in [5℄, max-imal k-motifs are obtained in O(log k) steps where at eah step the length of themotifs is doubled by means of onatenation of shorter motifs, with the di�er-ene that in [9℄ only maximal motifs are kept and hene, in partiular, eah stepis onluded with an exhaustive searh of extents inluded into others in order toeliminate them. The set inlusions detetion results to be a sensible bottlenekof the algorithm. In other words, eah step of [9℄ is di�erent from that of [5℄as it deals with approximate and maximal motifs, but the two algorithms sharethe fat that an `-long motif is obtained by a onatenation of two (`=2)-longmotifs that our in the input sequenes at distane `=2 and in the same relativeorder. Only if the length k of the sought motifs is not a power of two, there isa �nal step in [9℄ where the motif of length k are generated by overlapping twomotifs of length k0 suh that k0<k<2k0 and k0 is a power of two. We all suha generation an overlap step, and the previous ones onatenation steps. If thesize of an overlap (that is, the length of the string fragment that the two wordsshare) is o, then we will talk about o-overlap.The goal of this paper is to further extend the method of [9℄ to the ase in whihO(k) steps are overlap steps. In partiular, we are interested in overlaps of size



�(`) length where ` is the length of the motifs involved. The need of this ap-parently useless drawbak is motivated by the fat that we introdue relations.Indeed, it an be shown that in this ase the overall time omplexity is smallerwhen overlap steps are performed.3 Properties of (Maximal) k-MotifsIn this setion we prove some properties of maximal motifs that will result usefulin the next setions in order to set an upper bound on the ardinality of andidatemotifs we will have to deal with. Let us start by observing that, sine severaldi�erent patterns may share an ourrene, we have that in general there is notan unique motif that an be assoiated to a list of ourrenes. Nevertheless, inwhat follows, we will often impliitly represent a motif using its extent. Theseatually represent a set of motifs. Formally, for the input sequene t, a over G,and a length k, the extent L represents the following set of patterns of length k(k-motifs if jLj � q where q is the quorum):fx = x[1℄ : : : x[k℄ j x[i℄ 2 G suh that t[p+ i�1℄ 2 x[i℄ 8 1 � i � k and 8 p 2 Lg:Example 2. In our running example ~t = xbxxaxbx withG = fC1 = fa; bg; C2 =fb; g; C3 = fxgg we have that for k=3 the extent f2; 8g (the substring bx o-urs at both positions) represents both C1C3C2 and C2C3C2.De�nition 5. Given a over G = fG1; G2; :::; GjGjg on �, the degeneray g ofG is the maximum number of distint groups to whih a same � 2 � belongs to.In other words, g measures indeed how degenerate is the alphabet of themotifs. For exat motifs we have G = � and g = 1, but when an approximationis sought, we have in general g > 1 whih is somehow a measure of the degree ofsuh approximation. In theory, g an be as big as jGj, but in pratial ases itwill not. Given that we deal with a degenerate alphabet like [9℄, it an be usefulto view the upper bound on the number of k-motifs also in terms of g. In [9℄ itis proved the following3.Proposition 1. In an input sequene in �n, given a over G of � having degen-eray g, for a �xed k the size of the set of the k-motifs, inluding their extents,is min(jGjk; ngk).We now show that, even when dealing with extents only and with �xed length,in general one an generate quite more andidates than just the jGjk di�erentk-motifs. We will show why, and also that our algorithm avoids this drawbak.Let us start again with a simple example.3 In [9℄ the result is stated for maximal motifs. However the very same proof worksfor motifs in general.



Example 3. Let us onsider again the running example ~t = xbxxaxbx, q = 2,and G = fC1; C2; C3g with C1=fa; bg, C2=fb; g and C3=fxg. Let us onsiderthe extent f1; 7g and length k = 3, orresponding to the substring xbx. Thislatter is repeated 2 times as requested by the quorum and it orresponds toC3(C1 \ C2)C3, whih does not math our de�nition of pattern. Notie that itsextent is di�erent from that of C3C1C3 (that is f1; 5; 7g) and C3C2C3 (that isf1; 3; 7g) that are both maximal 3-motifs. On the other hand, (C1 \ C2)C3C2,whih also ours twie (at 2 and at 8) and it is not a k-pattern, has the sameourrenes as C2C3C2.De�nition 6. A pseudopattern is a k-long sequene on the alphabet of the sub-sets of the groups whose extent is not the extent of a k-pattern. We name ita k-pseudomotif if it ours at least q times and we name pseudo extent itsomplete list of ourrenes.In Example 3 for k = 3 we have that f1; 7g is a pseudo extent for thepseudomotif C3(C1 \C2)C3 while (C1 \C2)C3C2 is not a pseudomotif and thusf2; 8g is not a pseudo extent beause f2; 8g is also the extent of the motif C2C3C2.Our onern on pseudomotifs is motivated by the fat that, given a over G,there are O(2jGjk) distint pseudomotifs of length k beause there are as manypseudopatterns as the number of distint k-long strings on the alphabet of thesubsets of G, whih are not k-patterns, that is 2jGjk � jGjk. Notie, however,that a pseudo extent an never be an extent of a maximal motif beause it isalways inluded into the extent of a k-motif. Namely, if the pseudomotif is, say,x = C1 � � � (Ci \ Cj) � � �Ck with extent L, then by de�nition the k-motif m =C1 � � �Ci � � �Ck has an extent whih is di�erent from L and it must neessarilyinlude it beause m ours wherever x does. Sine we infer motifs of growinglength, it is useful to know that at eah step we only need to store maximalmotifs beause these are enough to produe longer ones.Lemma 1. For eah maximal k-motif, its `-long pre�x and its `-long suÆx (80 < ` < k) are maximal `-motifs.The result of Lemma 1 atually holds for any substring and not just forpre�xes and suÆxes as the proof does not depend at all from the fat that thesubstring is a pre�x or a suÆx. Given an extent L and an integer d, we denotewith L+ d the set fx+ d j 8x 2 Lg. Lemma 1 has the following onsequene.Theorem 1. The extents of all maximal k-motifs an be omputed from theextents of maximal `-motifs for a �xed ` suh that k=2 � ` < k.As a onsequene, the set of all maximal motifs of a �xed length ` is suÆientto generate any (hene possibly all of them) maximal motif of length ` + dprovided ` > d. Therefore, we have that in our inremental onstrution of motifswe only need to have maximal motifs of intermediate length and, in partiular, wedo not need to generate pseudomotifs beause they are not neessary to generatelonger maximal motifs. On the other hand, we show now with an example thatthe overlap of two maximal motifs an generate a pseudomotif.



Example 4. In our running example L1 = f2; 6; 8g, L2 = f2; 4; 8g, L3 = f1; 5; 7g,and L4 = f1; 3; 7; 9g are the extents of the maximal 2-motif (respetively) m1 =C1C3, m2 = C2C3,m3 = C3C1, andm4 = C3C2. If we perform a 1-overlap of m3and m2, we obtain the extent f1; 7g orresponding exatly to the pseudomotifexhibited in Example 3. The same happens overlapping m4 and m1.Hene, not only generating pseudo-motifs would be useless, but they wouldeven introdue a serious drawbak on the performane of the method. Indeed,given how many the pseudomotifs an be, generating them all ould ause amemory problem and, moreover, postponing their detetion to the exhaustivesearh of inluded extents would result very ineÆient in terms of time omplex-ity. We will see in Setion 4 a neessary ondition on motifs that will allow usto avoid to generate pseudomotifs.4 The algorithmDepending from how lose symbols for whih we need to hek relations have tobe in our relational motifs, the parameter d will be input de�ned. After this, the�rst O(log d) steps are onatenation steps exatly like in [9℄. After these, wehave obtained the set of all maximal `0-motifs where `0 is the smallest power oftwo greater than d. Then O(k=d) steps follow, where at step i (i � 0) we havethe extents of all maximal `i-motifs with `i = `0+id, with whih we: (i) Performall possible pairwise (`i � d)-overlaps of two `i-motifs and ompute the extentof the resulting `i+1-motifs, storing from whih pair of `i-motifs they have beenobtained. (ii) Keep only those whose extents have size at least q. (iii) Eliminatenon-maximal and dupliated extents. After these three steps we are left with allmaximal and non dupliated `i+1-motifs. This is iterated as long as `i < k. Afterthat, if `i = k then we have ompleted the task, and otherwise we perform a�nal (2`i�k)-overlap. We now deribe how we intend to minimize the amount ofextents generated at step (i) and thus also to speed up the �ltering of step (ii),and espeially of step (iii) whih otherwise would be an unbearable bottlenek.The idea is that for eah ordered pair I and J of maximal `i-motifs the extentof the `i+1 motif obtained by overlapping I and J is omputed, and the fatthat I is its pre�x and J its suÆx is stored. Later on, whenever a motif X 0 iseliminated beause its extent is inluded into that of X , X 0 is eliminated and Xadds the pre�x(es) and suÆx(es) of X 0 to its. If this is the ase, we say that Xinherits X 0. This storage of data about whih maximal pre�xes and suÆxes amotif omes from, and their inheritane for eliminated motifs is motivated by thefat that atually the generation of a new motif will be onditioned by whetheror not a simple property onerning this data holds. This will atually allow usto be guaranteed not to generate any pseudomotif, as we will see in next setion.At step i an `i-motif I is desribed by the following data: the identi�er #I , theextent LI , and a pair (PI ; SI) of lists indiating the set PI of pre�xes in termsof identi�ers used in step i � 1 (omitting the #), and the set SI of suÆxes interms of identi�ers used in step i�1. For an eÆient omputation and for ease



of notation, we will also make use, at step i, of a vetor Vi of length n suh thatVi[p℄ = f#I j p 2 LI at step ig. The algorithm is the following.== Initial Phase ==1. Create an identi�er for eah Gi 2 G ourring in t and ompute its extent;2. Compute V1;3. `0 := 1;4. while `0 � d do begin5. for eah maximal `0-motif I do for eah x 2 LI do6. for eah #J 2 V1[x+ `0℄ do7. LIJ := LIJ [ x;8. Eliminate nonmaximal and dupliations;9. `0 := 2`0; end== Overlap Phase ==i := 0;10. repeatbegin11. Compute Vi;12. for eah maximal `i-motif I do for eah x 2 LI do13. for eah #J 2 Vi[x+ d℄ do14. if SI \ PJ 6= ; then begin LIJ := LIJ [ x; PIJ := I ; SIJ := J end;15. Detet and eliminate extents below quorum, nonmaximal and dupliations;16. for eah eliminated nonmaximal or dupliated I 0 dobegin17. hoose one I suh that LI0 � LI with I maximal;18. PI := PI [ PI0 ; SI := SI [ SI0end;19. i := i+ 1; `i := `i + dend20. until `i > k � d;== Final Step ==21. if `i < k then same as lines 11� 15 with d = k � `i;Notie that the pseudo-ode ould be written in a muh more ompat waygrouping the three phases into a unique yle parametrizing the size of theoverlap. We hose to display it as it is for ease of exposition. We denote withLIJ the set LI \ (LJ � d) whih is the extent whih is possibly generated atlines 12-14 by overlapping the two maximal motifs I and J (in fat, lines 12-14are exeuted for eah x 2 (LI \ (LJ � d))). Althought not expliitely proessed(due to omplexity reasons), it is lear that a motif IJ obtained by an (`� d)-overlap of I and J inherits their omposition in the following way. If I (resp.J) was a dupliation, it atually represents several motifs; let G1 : : : Gd : : : G`(resp. G01 : : :G0̀�d : : : G0̀ ) be any representation of I (resp. J). We also denotethis with I [i℄ = Gi (resp. J [i℄ = G0i). Then we have that IJ = G1 : : :Gd(Gd+1 \G01) : : : (G` \ G0̀�d)G0̀�d+1 : : : G0̀ ). Therefore, IJ will be a motif only if for allsuh representations of I and J we will have that for all 1 � d � ` � d theintersetion (Gd+i \G0i) restrited to the set LIJ + d+ i is equal to Gd+i or to



G0i. In other words, de�nitely IJ [i℄ 2 G for 1 � i � d and (`+ 1) � i � (`+ d),but for all positions where the ourrenes of I and J overlap, whether IJ isa motif is in general an open question whose answer is relevant in terms ofomplexity issues and it is addressed in the next setion. The following threeresults guarantee orretness and ompleteness of the algorithm.Theorem 2. Let q be the quorum and let I and J be maximal `-motifs suh thatjLIJ j = jLI \ (LJ � d)j � q and SI \ PJ = ;. Then we have that LIJ is either apseudo extent or a dupliation.Theorem 3. Let LM1 ; LM2 ; LM 0 be three extents of `-motifs generated at stepi > 2 suh that LM 0 � LM1 and LM 0 � LM2 and both M1 and M2 are maximal.If (wlog) M1 inherits M 0 and M2 does not, then ompleteness is preserved.Corollary 1. At all steps i > 2, let p + 1 extents LM1 ; LM2 ; :::; LMp and LM 0of `-motifs be generated suh that LM 0 � LMi for i = 1; 2; :::; p. If only one ofthe p motifs inherits M 0, then the resulting set of maximal (`+ d)-motifs is thesame as if all of them (or a part of them) inherit M 0. �No pseudomotifs are generated at lines 12-14 due to the following result.Theorem 4. Let IJ be a (` + d)-long pseudomotif that ould be obtained byoverlapping two maximal `-motifs I and J . Then we have that SI \ PJ = ;.Hene, at eah step it is enough to store the extents of all generated motifs,and later on only those of all maximal motifs with their list of pre�xes and suÆxes(whih are at worst as many, given that eah eliminated motif leaves a onstantsize pre�x and suÆx information). Therefore, the spae omplexity is the size ofthe former for whih Proposition 1 gave us an upper bound of O(n � gk). Timeomplexity in the worst ase oinides with the ost of the overlapping phase.The repeat starting at line 10 is done O(k=d) = O(k) times and its dominantparts are the nested for yles of lines 12 � 14 and the inlusions detetionof line 15. The former take O(n � gk) beause this is the maximum number ofmotifs it generates, and the latter takes O(n � g2k) assuming it is made like in[9℄. Therefore, overall the time omplexity is in O(k(ngk + ng2k)) = O(kng2k).Notie that it is at worst linear in the input size.5 Relational motifsIn this setion we de�ne at last the problem of inferring relational motifs that iswhat motivates the use of overlap steps rather than onatenations. The noveltystarts with the fat that the input sequene is enrihed with relations that holdbetween pair of distint positions. For the relations we also have an alphabet anda over on it that will allow a degree of approximation in terms of the relations aswell. The problem introdued in Setion 2 will be enrihed and as a onsequeneits solution quite straightforwardly extended. This setion will formalize thisstarting with some basi de�nitions that integrate those already given earlier in



this paper. In partiular we still assume there is an input string t 2 �n whosepth position is denoted by t[p℄ and a over G on �. On this string we seek k-motifs whih|so far|are strings x 2 Gk represented by their omplete extentsLx � f1; : : : ; n� k + 1g.De�nition 7. Let R = fr1; : : : ; rjRjg be the relations alphabet and r 2 R arelation. Let GR = fCR1; : : : ; CRjGRjg with CRi � R for 1 � i � jGRj be arelations over on R where the CRi's are denoted as relations groups and noneof them is inluded into another.Similarly to the ase of the over on the alphabet �, a relations degeneraygR notion exists on GR. The input sequene is no longer just t 2 �n, but alsoa set of relations R = fr1; : : : ; rjRjg is given as well as for eah pair (p1; p2) ofpositions in t, with p2 > p1, the unique relation r 2 R suh that r holds betweenp1 and p2. We will also denote this with r(p1; p2) and with (p1; p2) 2 r. Notethat when onsidering k-long relational motifs, we only need to verify relationsbetween positions p1 and p2 for p2 < p1 + k. The notion of pattern is enrihedand therefore that of motifs and ourrene as well. Formally:De�nition 8. A relational k-pattern is a k-pattern plus a relation group pereah pair of its distint positions. A relational k-pattern x with relations groupsCR1; : : : ; CRjGRj (where for eah CRi 2 GR it is indiated the set of pairs (u; v)suh that (u; v) 2 r 2 CRi for some 1 � i � jGRj) is said to our in t atposition p if the pattern x ours at position p of t and for all pairs (u; v) 2 CRiwe have that r(p+u; p+v) for r 2 CRi. Finally, given the quorum q, a relationalk-motif is a relational k-pattern that ours at least q times.We will still denote with extent the omplete set of ourrenes of a relationalpattern and, moreover, a relational k-motif IR is said to be maximal if its extentLI is not a proper subset of LJ for any other relational k-motif JR. Given thatthere is one (and only one) relation per eah pair of positions of the pattern,an extent, together with the length k, denotes again a relational motif thatwould be unique if it weren't for the degenerate alphabet that holds for relationstoo. Finally, the notion of pre�x and suÆx of a relational pattern/motif is alsostraightforwardly extended as it will impliitly still represent relations.Example 5. Let us onsider as input sequene our running example of ~t =xbxxaxbx with in addition the alphabet of relations R = fr1; r2; r3g withits over GR = fCR1 = fr1; r2g; CR2 = fr2; r3gg having degeneray gR = 2 andsuh that (f(i; i + 1) j 1 � i � k � 1g [ f(1; 4); (2; 5); (3; 6); (2; 6); (4; 8)g) 2 r1,f(1; 3); (3; 5); (5; 7); (7; 9); (4; 7); (7; 10); (1; 5); (3; 7); (5; 9); (6; 10)g 2 r2, and allother pairs 1 � i; j � k are in relation r3. We have that all 2-motifs are re-lational 2-motifs beause the relations between onseutive positions is alwaysthe same and thus de�nitely onserved. On the other hand, the 4-motif withextent f2; 6g is not a relational motif beause in its two ourrenes the rela-tions between the �rst and last positions are di�erent and in di�erent groups(beause (2; 5) 2 r1 2 (CR1 n CR2) and (6; 9) 2 r3 2 (CR2 n CR1)). Moreover,



the maximal 4-motif with extent f1; 5; 7g has two ourrenes, 1 and 7, wherethe relation between the �rst and last positions is in CR1 (respetively there are(1; 4) 2 r1 and (7; 10) 2 r2), and again two ourrenes, namely 5 and 7, wheresuh relation is in CR2 beause (5; 8) 2 r3 and again (7; 10) 2 r2. Hene, this4-motif orresponds to two distint relational 4-motifs.The possibility to extend the algorithm of Setion 4 to the ase of relationalmotifs is based on the following result that is straightforward to verify.Theorem 5. A k-pattern is a relational k-motif if, for any 1 � d < k=2:(i) Its (k � d)-long pre�x I is a relational motif.(ii) Its (k � d)-long suÆx J is a relational motif.(iii) Its relations between all d2 pairs of positions (l; r) with 1 � l � d and(k � d+ 1) � r � k are onserved in at least q of its ourrenes.(iv) SI \ PJ 6= ;.Moreover, the proofs of Lemma 1 and Theorem 1 an easily be extended toprove the following.Theorem 6. The extents of all maximal relational k-motifs an be omputedfrom the extents of maximal relational `-motifs for k=2 � ` < k.We now show how the algorithm of Setion 4 an be extended to take intoaount also relations and how its orretness and ompleteness is preserved. Wename this new algorithm KMRoverlapR. The �rst new feature is that the extentof a motif now represents not just a repeated pattern, but rather a repeatedrelational pattern. The overlap of two relational submotifs of length ` that ourat distane d at least q times and in the same relative order neessarily resultsinto a (`+d)-motif (as before) that also has onserved all relations between pairsof position that are at distane at most ` and that ome from the same submotif.The only new relations that need to be heked are those between the positionsthat are the at the two d-long non overlapped ends of the new motif for a total ofO(d2) heks to be done as shown in Theorem 5. Hene, at eah step i, wheneverthe vetor Vi is heked (at lines 6 and 13 that is, when the ourrenes of two`i-patterns are deteted at distane d so that their overlap is a (`i+ d)-pattern),these O(d2) omparisons are also made. In order to do so, we use a vetor Withat stores (e.g. for d = 1) in Wi[j℄ the relation groups CR's whose relationshold between position j and position j + `i � 1 of the input sequene. This isthe only kind of relations to be heked at step i (for any d > 1, eah positionof W ontains d values). There are two possible results of these O(d2) heks forthe relations. In a �rst ase we an have that in at least q ourrenes of themotif the relations are onserved as well, and then a new extent is reated pereah distint onserved relation group (this is the ase of the 4-motif with extentf1; 5; 7g in Example 5). In a seond ase, no relation is onserved at least q timesand the motif is disarded (like the 4-motif with extent f2; 6g in Example 5).For all other features of the algorithm, everything an be left unhanged. In par-tiular, all properties onerning pseudomotifs, maximality, and the inheritane



Fig. 1. A sequene of 3D points: subsequenes are shown as sets of internal distanes.of pre�xes and suÆxes hold in the very same way when an extent represents arelational motif rather than a \normal" one. Indeed, also the relations are im-pliitly stored with the extents, whih in KMRoverlapR have the invariant torepresent motifs (and not pseudomotifs) that are repeated and with onservedrelations. The omplexity of KMRoverlapR hanges with respet to that of Se-tion 4 beause now also the degeneray gR of the relations has to be taken intoaount. Similarly to what proved in Proposition 1, we an say that there areat most n(gk + gk2R ) relational motifs (ounting both degeneraies and inlud-ing the extents). Again, this is the only theoretial upper bound we an give,but it is far from being tight in pratial ases. Then, assuming that d is aonstant and thus the ost of the O(d2) relations tests is negligible, the timeomplexity of KMRoverlapR an be omputed as in Setion 4 and therefore itis in O(kn(g + gk2R )2). Notie that in KMRoverlapR the input size is no longern but rather n � k beause only relations between position at distane at most kare indiated, and hene the omplexity is again linear in the input size.6 Appliations to 3D protein struturesA promising area of appliation of KMRoverlapR is the inferene of repeatedstrutures in Rd spae. The relation between two points xp and xq an be dis-retized by the eulidian distane d(xq ; xp). We �nd then geometrial motifs ina multidimensional spae, i.e. motifs whose ourrenes are insensitive to trans-lations and rotations. When onsidering only the �-Carbons in the 3D stru-ture of the protein we obtain a sequene of points in the 3D spae representingthe �-Carbons bakbone of the protein. Figure 1 desribes the subsequenesp1-p2-p3-p4 and p6-p7-p8-p9 in a 9-long sequene t. We onsider a set of re-lational groups fRj = fj; :::; j + Ægg where Æ represents a tolerane level: twodisretized distanes d(xp; xq) and d(xp0 ; xq0 ) belong to the same group wheneverjd(xp; xq) � d(xp0 ; xq0)j � Æ. Note that as a onsequene we have gR = Æ + 1. Inthe example of Figure 1, we onsider Æ = 1 and so gR = 2 and �nd ourrenesof a 4-long relational pattern at positions 1 and 6 in t. Hereunder we give anexample of the results obtained when searhing a strutural pattern repeated inthe bakbone of several proteins. Note that here we have to slightly adapt thealgorithm in order to �nd patterns that our at least q times in set of m protein



strutures. Here m = q = 5. The distanes between �-Carbon are disretized us-ing 0.5�A-long intervals, with a tolerane level Æ = 2 and so gR = 3. Here k-motifsare obtained from (k � 1)-long motifs. The average length of the sequenes on-sidered is about 200. There are 10 relational groups (amongst 40) representingdistanes appearing in the sequenes. We give for some overlap steps the numberof generated k-motifs, avoided pseudomotifs and resulting maximal k-motifs:k�1! k generated motifs avoided pseudomotifs maximal motifs3! 4 624 0 1094! 5 33551 38567 11105! 6 448552 1778569 9366! 7 356070 1739419 1677! 8 7519 9263 278! 9 1093 2189 21It is lear that the amount of pseudo-motifs is onsiderable and thus that theresults of this paper are relevant for �nding relational motifs by means of overlapsteps. Moreover, these results also show that the number of maximal motifs issensibly smaller than that of generated motifs. This motivates the validity of ourhoie to fous our attention on maximal motifs. Indeed, althought in theory theupper bound on the number of maximal motifs in the worst ase is the same asmotifs (that is, they an all be maximal), in pratie the di�erene is sensible.Referenes1. C. W. Crandell and D. H. Smith. Computer-assisted examination of ompoundsfor ommon three-dimensional substrutures. Journal of Chemial Information andComputer Sienes, 23(4):186{197, 1983.2. N. El-Zant and H. Soldano. Finding repeated exible relational words in sequenes.Journal of Systemis, Cybernetis and Informatis, 2(4), 2004.3. V. Esalier, J. Pothier, H. Soldano, and A. Viari. Pairwide and multiple identi�a-tion of three-dimensional ommon substrutures in proteins. Journal of Computa-tional Biology, 5(1):41{56, 1998.4. N. C. Jones and P. A. Pevzner. An Introdution to Bioinformatis Algorithms. TheMIT Press, 2004.5. R. Karp, R. Miller, and A. Rosenberg. Rapid identi�ation of repated patterns instrings, trees and arrays. In Fourth ACM Symposium on Theory of Computing,pages 125{136, 1972.6. M. Lothaire. Applied Combinatoris on words. Cambridge University Press, 2005.7. L. Marsan and M.-F. Sagot. Algorithms for extrating strutured motifs using asuÆx tree with appliation to promoter and regulatory onsensus identi�ation.Journal of Computational Biology, 7:345{360, 2001.8. N. Pisanti, M. Crohemore, R. Grossi, and M.-F. Sagot. A basis of tiling motifsfor generating repeated patterns and its omplexity for higher quorum. In B.Rovanand P.Vojt�as, editors, Mathematial Foundations of Computer Siene, LNCS 2747,pages 622{631. Springer-Verlag, 2003.9. H. Soldano, A. Viari, and M. Champesme. Searhing for exible repeated patternsusing a non-transitive similarity relation. Pattern Reognition Letters, 16:243{246,1995.


